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On one-relator soluble groups

Ralph Strebel

1. Introduction

1.1. Let G be a one-relator group, say

G=<x1,x2,...,xm; w>,

and 93 a soluble variety. Following G. Baumslag we call G/93(G), where 93(G)
dénotes theSS-verbal subgroup of G, a one-relator 93-group. G. Baumslag initiated
the search for conditions on m, w and 93 that force G/93(G) to be infinitely
related. He showed this to be the case if 93 3l2 (i.e. the variety of ail metabelian
groups) and m ^3, w arbitrary, or m 2, w a proper power ([2], p. 67, Theorem
F). Thèse results were extended in [4] (p. 259, Theorem B): If m ^3 and 93 is a

soluble variety containing a subvariety of the form 9tp • % p a prime, then G/93(G)
is infinitely related. This resuit is actually best possible; for a soluble variety 93

having no subvariety of the form 9lp • % is nilpotent-by-locally finite (J. Groves [6],
p. 392, Theorem A; Fd like to thank P. M. Neumann for drawing my attention to
this référence). For m ^3 the final answer to G. Baumslag's question therefore
reads:

THEOREM A. Let G (xu..., xm; w) be a one-relator group and 93 a
soluble variety. If m ^ 3 then G/93(G) is finitely related if and only if 93 is nilpotent-
by-locally finite. In particular, a finitely generated 93-/ree group is finitely related if
and only if it is nilpotent-by-finite.

(For groups H (xl9..., xm ; wl9..., wn) with m ^ n + 2 the answer is the same.)

1.2. As the case m 1 is clear we are left with m 2. This case is surprisingly
complex, as was already brought to light by the examples in [3] and by the

Baumslag-Boler 2-generator 2-relator group

G (xl9 x2; [Xi, x2]x> [xu x2] - [x1? x2]x*, [[xl5 x2], [xl9

<*!, x2; x*2*1 xj2*2, [[xl5 x2], [xl9 x2p] 1),
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124 RALPH STREBEL

which is a one-relator metabelian group whose derived group is free Abelian of
rank Ko ([2], p. 68, Ex. G(ii)).

In [4] the subcase "m 2 and w not a commutator word" is dealt with. The
authors prove that for 93 a variety with 2l2^33^9ïc9l, c^l, G/%$(G) is finitely
related if and only if G/%2(G) G/G" is, and they give an algorithm which, for a

preassigned w, allows to décide whether G/G" is finitely related or not.
In this article the remaining subcase will be treated. To state our answer

concisely we introduce some notation. Let F be the free group on xl and x2, let
Dx :F-*ZF dénote the partial derivative with respect to xt and ~:ZF-*ZFab the
canonical projection. Choose an isomorphism 6 : Fab -^ J2 <= M2 onto the standard
lattice in the Euclidean plane R2. If A. £ Àq • q is an élément of the group ring
ZFab the set

is a finite subset of Z2 and Àq will also be called the coefficient of the point 6q.

THEOREM B. Let G (xl9 x2; w) be a one-relator group with w a commutator
word. If G'¥*G" and 1^3 then G/Gil) is never finitely related. G/G", however,

may be finitely related: this happens precisely if dH.(D1w/(l-x2)) does not lie on a

straight Une, if the convex polygon 9 bounding the convex hull of 0^(0^1(1 - x2)) £
M2 has no parallel edges and if for every edge s of 9 the vertex vs of & having
greatest distance from the straight Une supporting s has coefficient ±1.

If, to give an illustration, G is the Baumslag-Boler group

its bounding polygon <3> is a triangle ail whose vertices hâve coefficients ± 1 and so

G/G" is finitely related, in accordance with our previous remark.

1.3. Theorem A and Theorem B together reveal that G. Baumslag's question
whether G/G(I+1), G a one-relator group, can only be finitely related if G/G(l) is

so ([2], p. 71, Problem 6), has a positive answer in ail cases, save possibly in the
case where m 2 and w is not a commutator word. The positive answer,
moreover, suggests that the variety SI2 may play an exceptional rôle among the
varieties Stl, 1^2, in that a finitely generated group of %l which is "close" to
being relatively free, containing e.g. an ^-free subgroup of rank ^2, can at best
be finitely related if it is metabelian.
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2. Proof of Theorem B: the metabelian case

2.1. Let G (xl,x2; w) be a one-relator group with w a commutator word.
Then Q Gab G/G' is free-Abelian of rank 2 and A G'ah is a ZQ-module (via
conjugation). By [5] (Theorem A and formula (2.3)) the answer to the question
whether the quotient group G/G" is finitely related dépends only on the an-
nihilator idéal 1 Annzo(A) of A. We claim that I is a principal idéal generated

byD^/(l-x2).
To see this let F be free on xx and x2, let D,:F—>ZF dénote the partial

derivative with respect to x,, i 1, 2, and ~ :ZF-*> ZF^ the canonical projection.
If G F/gpF(w) <x1, x2; w) is a one-relator group with weF', the canonical

projection tt : F -* G induces an isomorphism tt* : F^ -^ Gab which will be

thought of as being the identity.

LEMMA 1. If G =(xu x2; w) is a one-relator group and w a commutator word
then G'ab is a cyclic ZGab-module with 0^/(1-x2) as its defining annihilator.

Proof. There is an exact séquence of left Z G-modules

^Z-^O (1)

where e is the augmentation, dt sends (1,0) to 1-tt(x1) and (0,1) to 1 — ir(x2),
while 52(l) ((/n-°D1)w, (ir°D2)w). If this beginning of a ZG-free resolution is

used to compute HX(G\ Z) G'ah one gets

G'ab=ker(Z®G'di)/im (Z®G^2).

In the spécial case wo x1x2x71x21 we hâve G' G" and so ker(Z®Gdi) is

generated by

(D^q, D2w0) (1 - x2,

In the gênerai case, im(Z(8)Ga2) is the cyclic submodule generated by

(Dtw, D2w). Since we know a priori that im (Z0G>62) c ker (ZOG' ^i) there must
exist jxeZGob such that D1w=fx(l-x2) and D2w= ^(-l + Xx). It follows that
G^, ZGab/(ZGab-|LL). Note that fx is unique, ZGab being a unique factorization
domain.

Remark. If w ([x^ x2]°1)fl ([xl5 x2]Ck)fk where cl9..., ck are integers
and fu fk éléments of F then 0^/(1 - x2) cjx + • • • + cjk. This shows that

every élément of ZFab is the defining annihilator of G^, for a suitable w.
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2.2. We describe next the necessary and sufficient condition stated in [5] for
G/G" to be finitely related. Set A G'ah and 0 0^ for short. Let C(A)
l + AnnZQ(A) dénote the set of centralizers of A. By Lemma 1 we hâve

C(A) «

Let S*cR2 dénote the unit circle in the Euclidean plane R2, and choose an
isomorphism 0:Q G^^Z^R2 onto the standard lattice of R2. Define the
subset Xa^S1 by

2A U {m I for ail q esupp (A) one has (u,Oq)>0}. (2)
\€C(A)

Then the metabelian group G/G" is finitely related if, and only if, XA U -XA S1,

where — XA ={-w€S11 ueXA} is the set of antipodes of XA ([5], Theorem A,
formula (2.3) and Remark 2.3). So it remains only to détermine when XA U
-2a S1.

2.3. Every ueS1 leads to an R-grading of ZQ by setting ZQ © {Rp | p e R},
where JRP is the Z-submodule of ZQ generated by ail éléments qeQ with
(u, $q) p. Let À 1 + jx • |ut0, /xo D1w/(1-jc2), be a centralizer of A. It contri-
butes to XA as given in (2) precisely if the homogeneous components of négative
degree of jul • fx0 are ail zéro, while the homogeneous component of degree zéro
equals —1. This is only possible when the homogeneous component of /m0 having
lowest degree is a unit of ZQ, i.e., of the form ±q, qeQ. If, conversely, the
homogeneous component of jll0 having lowest degree is a unit of ZQ, say e, then
1 + - e"1)^ will be a centralizer contributing to XA. If, for u g S1 and À € ZQ, we
dénote by ku the homogeneous component of À with lowest degree in the
R-grading associated with u, we hâve therefore

XA {u e S11 (DlW/(l - x2))u is a unit of ZQ}. (3)

Assume now that XA U ~XA S1 and set fjt0 Dxw/(1 -x2) for short. Then for
every ueS1 either (juto)u or (jxo)_u is a unit of ZQ. Let us see what this implies for
the convex polygon & bounding the convex hull of the finite set

0*W {Oq\qe supp (jul0)}.

Let u be a unit vector orthogonal to the straight Une l supporting an edge s of ^
and such that the remaining edges of 9 lie in the positive halfplane determined by
l and u. Then the support of (iio)u has at least two éléments and so (jmo)u cannot
be a unit, whence (julo)-u must be a unit. It follows that no other edge can be
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parallel to s and that the vertex vs of greatest distance from l must hâve
coefficient ±1 (and cannot lie on l). Thus the conditions on 0> stated in Theorem
B are necessary. Suppose, conversely, they are satisfied. Then 2AU-2A is a

closed, non-void set. On the other hand it is immédiate from (2) that 2A, and
hence also 2Al)-2A, are open. Since S1 is connected this gives 2AU -2A
S1.

3. Proof of Theorem B: the meta metabelian case

3.1. We begin with some auxiliary results. Let K<L<G be normal sub-

groups of a group G and suppose K^[L, L]. For every trivial ZG-module A the

pair of extensions

L/K

(4)

GIK

where ail maps are the canonical ones, gives rise to a commutative diagram

H2(L, A) -» H2(LIK, A) -+ Kab ®LA -+ 0

i i i- <5>

H2(G, A) -+ H2(GIK, A) -» Kab ®GA -» 0.

Its rows are exact (hère the assumption that K^[L,L] and A be a trivial
G-module are used). Each geG defines by conjugation an action on each of the

groups occurring in (4) and, as ail the canonical maps in (4) are compatible with
this action, it follows that (5) is a diagram of (right) ZG-modules and ZG-
homomorphisms. Note that H2(G,A) and H2(G/K,A) are trivial G-modules,
inner automorphisms inducing the identity in homology, and that the G-action on
Kab®LA resp. JCab<8>GA is the obvious one induced by conjugation (and so trivial
in the second case). By applying the right exact functor (?)g=?®g2 to the

diagram (5) one therefore obtains the commutative diagram with exact rows

H2(L, A)G -* H2(LIK, A)G -> Kab ®GA -+ 0

H2(G,A)^ H2(GIK,A)

In particular, one gets
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COROLLARY 2. Let L<G be a normal subgroup of G and A=Q. If
H2(L,Q)G and H2(G, Q) are finite dimensional then H2(G/[L, L], Q) is infinité
dimensional if and only if H2(Lab, Q)G is so.

LEMMA 3. LetL<Gbea normal subgroup. If H2(G,Q) and H2(L,Q)G are
finite and H2(G/L, Q) is infinité dimensional, then H2(G/[L, L], Q) is also infinité
dimensional.

Proof. The 5-term séquence associated with the extension L<3G—»G/L
shows Lab <8>G Q L/[L, G]®2Q to be infinité dimensional. Hence L/[L, G] has

infinité torsion-free rank and the same is true of its exterior square

L/[L, G]aL/[L, G] H2(L/[L, G], Z).

The canonical projection L/[L, L] -*> L/[L, G] induces a surjective ZG-module
homomorphism H2(Lab, Q) -* H2(L/[L, G], Q) and the target module is a G-
trivial, infinité dimensional vector space over Q. Consequently H2(Lab, Q)G is

infinité dimensional and Corollary 2 permits to conclude. D

3.2. ^E-groups. Following [8] a group X will be called an E-group if its
Abelianization Xab is torsion-free and if there exists a ZX-projective
resolution > P2 ^> Pt -* Po-*> 1 such that d2®x Z : P2<g)x Z -» Pt®x 1 is in-
jective. A basic resuit about E-groups states that the commutator subgroup of an

E-group is again an E-group; in particular, H2(X(l), Z) 0 for every l ^0 (see [8],
p. 303, Theorem A).

As an illustration, let G F/gpF(w) (x1 x2; w) be a one-relator group with
w g F'. Then H2(G, Z) j* 0 and so G itself is not an E-group. But the situation
improves if we pass to G'. To see this view the beginning (1) of a ZG-free
resolution as a séquence of right ZG-modules. Then d2(S)GZ, being isomorphic to
92®GZGab, is injective if, and only if, DjW^O, and this, in turn, happens
precisely when the canonical projection F)F' —?> G/G" is not injective, i.e. if
w<£F". If therefore weF'\F' and G'ab is torsion-free, G' will be an E-group.
Since H2(G,Q) is at most 1-dimensional iterated application of Lemma 3 will
then establish

PROPOSITION 4. Let G F/gpF(w) <x1, x2; w) be a one-relator group with
w eF'\F'. If G'ab is torsion-free and if there is a natural number lo>l for which
H2(GIGil°\Q) is infinité dimensional then H2(G/G(0,Q) will remain infinité
dimensional for ail l ^ l0.

Remark. In [1] H. Abels exhibits a finitely related, soluble group L having an

infinitely related quotient group L, thereby answering a question P. Hall raised in
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1954. By varying Abels' example one can concoct a finitely related soluble group
Lx having a homomorphic image L1 whose H^^, Q) is infinité dimensional. This
shows that in Proposition 4 the (implicit) assumption that G' be an E-group is not
redundant.

3.3. We are now ready to prove the remainder of Theorem B. Let G
F/gpF(w) (x1, x2; w) be a one-relator group and w a commutator word. If G/G"
is infinitely related then so is every soluble quotient of G which maps onto G/G"
([5], Theorem B). Assume therefore G/G" to be finitely related. Then 5A U -
£A S\ where A G'ab. (This follows from Theorem A of [5] and has been
discussed in Subsection 2.2.) Since S1 is connected and XA as well as -XA is

open there exists ueS1 with {m, — u}ç^XA, and because the unit vectors with
rational slope are dense in S1, m can be chosen to hâve rational slope. Let t be a

primitive élément of the free Abelian group Gab which maps under the identification

6:Gab^Z2^U2 onto a vector orthogonal to u, and enlarge {t} to a basis

{s, t}. By (3) we know that {ù,-u}çIA holds if and only if the homogeneous
components of both lowest and highest degree of Dxwl(\-x2) (in the !R-grading
associated with u) are units. With respect to the basis {s, t] the defining annihilator
D1w/(1 — x2) must therefore hâve the form

where each c,, j n,..., n 4- k, is an élément of the group ring Zgp(t), and cn and

cn+k are units. Consequently A G'ab, viewed as a Zgp(f)-module, is a free

Zgp(t)-module of rank k and so, in particular, free Abelian of rank Xo, unless

G'ab 0. As there is nothing to be proved in the latter case let us assume G'ab ^ 0.

Then G'ab is torsion-free and D^^O and thus G' is an E-group. Comparing
Theorem B with Proposition 4 and taking into account that G/G(l) cannot be

finitely related if H2(G/Gil\ Q) is infinité dimensional, we see that Theorem B

will be established if we can show that H2(GIG"\ Q) is infinité dimensional. We
shall achieve this goal by a variation on the proof of Lemma 3.

Since G'ab is a free Zgp(f)-module of positive rank its exterior square G'ah/\

G'ah is a free Zgp(t)-module of rank Ko. As H2(G\ Q) 0, the 5-term séquence
associated with G"<lG'—*? G'ah produces an isomorphism

H2(G'ab,Q)->G'7[G",G'].

Hence B G"/[G", G'] is a free Zgp(t)-module of infinité rank, and

B G7[G",G']<8>gp(t)Z
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is free Abelian of rank Ko. On the other hand, GIG" is finitely related whence B is

a finitely generated ZG^-module and B is a finitely generated Zgp(s)-module. As
Qgp(s) is a principal idéal domain, B(8)ZQ maps onto Qgp(s). The exterior
square of Qgp(s) is a free Qgp(s)-module of infinité rank, whence V
H2(Qgp(s),Q)®gp(s)Q is a G-trivial, infinité dimensional vector space over Q.

Collecting the various maps one gets a chain of QG-module epimorphisms

H2(G^b, Q) -» H2(G7[G", G'], Q) -^ H2(G"I[G'\ G'] ®ZQ, Q) -»

which shows that H2(G'ab, Q)G is infinité dimensional. The proof is completed by
an appeal to Corollary 2.

3.4. Remarks, (a) The topological argument used in 3.3. to prove that G£b is

a finitely generated Zgp'(t)-module for a suitable teGab generalizes to arbitrary
finitely related metabelian groups, proving that every finitely related metabelian

group whose Abelianization Gab has torsion-free rank >1 contains a finitely
generated normal subgroup N<\G with infinité cyclic quotient group. Moreover, if
M<\G is a finitely generated normal subgroup with infinité cyclic quotient group
then ail normal subgroups Mx (with infinité cyclic quotient group) which are

sufficiently close to M, will be finitely generated. (Proofs of thèse assertions will
appear in a joint paper with Robert Bieri.) The second property holds in fact for
every finitely generated group G with G^ of torsion-free rank >1 (W. D.
Neumann [7]).

(b) Although the subcase where m 2 and w is not a commutator word looks,
on the face of it, more tractable than the other subcase, I hâve not succeeded in
proving that G/G(l) is infinitely related if 1^3 and G"¥^G"'. One might be

tempted to proceed similarly: If G/G" is infinitely related every soluble quotient of
G which can be mapped onto GIG" is infinitely related; in the contrary case G' can
be shown to be an E-group and by the analogue of Proposition 4 it will then do to
establish that H2{G"ab, Q)G is infinité dimensional. Note, however, that in the

présent situation G'ab®zQ is finite dimensional so that the strategy used in 3.3.
fails.
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